
 

 

 

  

MOCHI DEL IVERY  

 

Mochi Delivery brings you our classics easily delivered to your home & office!  

Best of all, you don't have to worry about a thing.  

We bring everything for the entire Mochi Experience: Chopsticks, plates, cutlery & much more.  

One of our supervisors will finalize the food right on the spot in take away dishes (even biodegradable!).  

 

 

Are you still cooking, or are you already ordering? 

 

CONTACT US:  CATERING@MOCHI.AT  /  +43 1 212 2 5 75 28  

We take the liberty to charge a delivery fee from EUR 90,- incl. VAT and to define a minimum order quantity if necessary. 

All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT. 
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IN  TAKE AW AY  
CUPS  SERVED  

SPINACH SALAD  

· 

babyleaf-spinach blanched | black garlic |miso 

PER PORTION FROM  €5, 00  

 

 

ROASTED CAULIFLOWER 

· 

roasted cauliflower | yuzu garlic 

PER PORTION FROM  €5, 00  

 

 

PONZU WAK AME  

· 

avocado | sweet miso dressing | cucumber tsukemono 

PER PORTION FROM  €5, 00  

 

 

SAKE  & WAFU  

· 

salmon sashimi | wafu dressing |  

watercress | truffle mayonnaise 

PER PORTION FROM  €8, 00  

 

MO CHI  SUSHI  SELECTION 
FROM €8 5, 00  

HANNA ROLL  

· 
avocado | teriyaki sauce | truffle mayonnaise 

 

 

NASU INSIDE  OUT ROLL 

· 

avocado | radish | snap pea | 

eggplant tatar | teriyaki | chili mayonnaise 

 

 

SPICY  SALMON ROLL  

· 
Spicy Salmon Roll 

salmon tatar | cucumber | avocado | ginger | wasabi 

 

 

SAKE  SHIMEJI  INSIDE  OUT ROLL 

· 
avocado | cucumber | shimeji mushroom | salmon | 

teriyaki sauce 

 

 

CRUNCHY  EBI  

· 

prawn | cucumber | avocado | peanut crumble |  

chili sauce | watercress 

 

NIGIRI  SELECTION 

· 

4 pieces salmon | hamachi 

SW EETS 
 

CHOCOLATE  MOUSSE  

· 

raspberries | cookies 

PER PORTION FROM  €5, 90  

 

 

MOCHI  

· 

coconut | red bean | cacao 

PER PORTION FROM  €3, 80  

 

 

 


